NEW PLATFORM!

General Counsel NAVIGATOR™ (GCN)
Base Subscription Offer

Designed by in-house counsel, General Counsel NAVIGATOR™ (GCN) now has an enhanced user interface, and faster, more accurate search capabilities. Find practical answers across a wide range of topics even more quickly!

A powerful, yet affordable solution, GCN is organized with the unique research and daily workflow demands of smaller corporate legal departments in mind. The base offer includes:

- Intuitive interface and topical hierarchy created according to the Corporate Counsel viewpoint
- Multistate surveys, checklists, and forms to get you to your answer quickly
- Practical information created by practitioners coupled with explanatory material from CCH experts
- Quick Answers - Highlights a quick summary answer with applicable quick links to more in-depth information at the top of your search results.
- Uniquely tailored news written specifically for Corporate Counsel
- Wide range of topics included and the portal is customizable to your needs
- Complete primary law source collection including federal and state information
- “Ask an Editor” - Email our expert editorial staff for assistance finding resources on a particular topic

“I use GCN every day. It is what I have been looking for several years and provides the quick answers I need.”
William E. Meyers
Vice President & General Counsel
Carrols Restaurant Group, Inc.
GCN Base Offer List of Titles and Tools:

- Advertising Law Guide
- Advertising Law Multistate Jurisdictional Survey
- Benefits Multistate Jurisdictional Survey
- CCH HR Training Powerpoints
- CCH Human Resource Management Library
- Commercial Contracts - Strategies for Drafting and Negotiation
- Commercial Real Estate Leases
- Corporate Counsel News
- Corporate Counsellor’s Deskbook
- Corporate Financial Disclosure Answer Book
- Corporate Governance Guide
- Corporate Governance Multistate Jurisdictional Survey
- Corporate Legal Compliance Handbook
- Corporate Secretary Answer Book
- Data Security Multistate Jurisdictional Survey
- Drafting Effective Contracts - A Practitioners Guide
- Drafting License Agreements
- Drafting Technology Patent License Agreements
- Electronic Discovery Law & Practice
- Employee Benefits Answer Book
- Employee Privacy Multistate Jurisdictional Survey
- Employment Law Answer Book
- Employment Law Multistate Jurisdictional Survey
- Employment Law Summaries by State
- Epstein on Intellectual Property
- ERISA Law Answer Book
- Executive Compensation
- Executive Compensation Answer Book
- Federal and State Primary Source Collection
- Fundamentals of Securities Regulation
- Gift Certificate Multistate Jurisdictional Survey
- Law of the Internet
- License Agreements - Forms and Checklists
- Limited Liability Company and Partnership Answer Book
- Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act: Law, Explanation and Analysis
- Privacy and Cybersecurity Law Deskbook
- Raising Capital: Private Placement Forms & Techniques
- Regulation of Securities - SEC Answer Book
- S Corporation Answer Book
- Scott on Multimedia Law
- State Limited Liability Company Statutes
- State Limited Liability Partnership Statutes
- State Limited Partnership Statutes
- Uniform Commercial Code
- Uniform Limited Liability Company Act
- Uniform Limited Partnership Act
- Uniform Partnership Act
- Uniform Securities Acts
- Wage and Hour Answer Book
- White-Collar Exemption Advisor Tool

Call 1-888-562-5551 or visit WoltersKluwerLR.com/GCN to start your free trial today.